


Vega Innovations is an automobile manufacturer of electric 
super cars, based in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Vega also designs and 
manufactures electric vehicle (EV) components such as 
high-performance inverters, drivetrains and battery packs while 
providing EV research and development (R&D)  services to clients 
worldwide.

Founded in 2013, Vega has developed South Asia’s first electric 
super car, Vega EVX, which will be unveiled at the Geneva 
International Motor Show in March 2020.  Vega is also developing 
alternative, mass market, transportation vehicles with its 
international partners. Vega Innovations is a startup company 
which is part of CodeGen International.
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Beshan is the Director and co-founder of Vega Innovations. Since 2013, Beshan has been 
leading a team of young, multidisciplinary engineers, developing high-performance electric 
super cars and new automobile technologies for the electric vehicle market. In addition, 
Beshan is also the Director of the startups, chargeNET and AiGrow, which are aimed at 
pushing technological boundaries in EV charging and advanced agriculture fields. Since 
2013, he has also been a Research Scientist at CodeGen International which is the parent 
company of Vega, chargeNET and AiGrow.

Beshan posses more than 15 years of experience in the industry. Prior to joining Vega, 
Beshan was an Engineering Manager at Intel Corporation, U.S.A, during which he led a 
team of engineers to develop integrated debug and survivability capabilities for all CPU 
products across the company.  He was also the co-founder of the Validation Core Unit 
(VCU) - Center of Expertise at Intel Corporation. Beshan volunteers his time in the Director 
board of TRACE as well as serving as a Scout Master for his local Boy Scout troop. 

Beshan obtained his bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of 
Kentucky. Afterwards he completed a master's and PhD in Electrical Engineering and an 
MBA from the Arizona State University, U.S.A.

Director and Strategic Planning

Beshan
Kulapala
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Space frame chassis, designed, 
simulated and built to match the 
stresses of a high-performance  

vehicle

Born with a passion for building Sri 

young dynamic team put together to 

The 1:1 ratio hand built plug, 
carefully crafted to perfection 
brings out the beauty of the 

Hundreds of hours spent to 

photoshoot worthy, focused 
on quality and performance

First test body panel 
gets mounted on to 
the chassis , as the 

vehicle gets ready for 
testing

The heart of the vehicle, 
in-house custom built 
motor controller with 

liquid cooled electronics 
for soul shaking 

performance

components designed by 
our team of experts, with 
multiple cooling systems

Testing our drivable 
platform to develop 

components faster and 
far superior than the 

mounted with high quality 
materials reducing weight, and 

Leather interior panels are 
installed with the in-house 

infotainment system

Near completion 
prototype coated with a 

distinctive candy red

Vega EVX ready for the Geneva 
International Motor Show

2017

2018 2019

2014 2015 2016
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Sri Lanka, a country with a history of over 2500 years, has been the 
preferred destination for natural stones, fine woven fabrics, jewellery 
and spices. With abundant varieties of fauna and flora, sustainable 
materials has always been a way of life. We use the essence of our 
paradise island in our designs, and use our colourful culture to bring 
the designs to life.

Our craftsmanship in metal work, leather and fine stitching is 
something that is passed on from generations to generations. Mixing 
different materials and textures, using sustainable natural fibers, stones 
and metal makes our handmade designs unique and takes luxury to a 
whole new level.
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AutomotiveVega Innovations 2020

Charge Controller
Complying with the industry leading standards of SAE J1772, 
IEC-62196-2, CHAdeMO and CCS, Charger Controller covers 
both normal and fast charging requirements of the EV. AI is at 
the heart of every solution that is built, so is Vega’s Charge 
Controller designed for advanced performance and mission-criti-
cal delivery.

Multi protocol EV charge controllers for slow and fast 
charging

Thermal Management
Controller 

Intelligent
Thermal Management  

Dedicated Thermal Management Controller (TMC), seamlessly 
integrated with the vehicle control unit, to optimize and manage the 
temperature of critical drivetrain components. The TMC monitors 
data from other systems, & components, and can store data as well 
as connect with telemetric systems for remote monitoring. Energy 
optimization is a must to extend the range of EVs, and to ensure safe 
operation of each component. With advanced features and 
intelligent algorithms to maintain a tight temperature control, 
combined with multi-channel capabilities, Vega’s TMC can be 
customized for OEM compatibility at a lower cost point. 

Energy conscious, smart optimization algorithms

AC DC
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DESIGN 95%

90%

90%

95%

85%

HARDWARE

FIRMWARE

SOFTWARE

MANUFACTURE

Our skill set in multidisciplinary fields, make any idea come to 
life with precision engineering and brilliant application.

United Nations World Summit Award Winner for High Impact Digital Innovations, 
purpose built for a future that is smart, connected and intuitive. Leveraging on IoT 
and advanced technologies, we designed one of the most comprehensive 
end-to-end solutions for the Automobile and Transportation sector.

All the Expertise in One Place

We are recognized

Awards

We are a one stop design house, 
focused on bringing ideas to life. From 
engineering to manufacturing we cover 
the entire spectrum of the product 
development cycle. From the point of 
first contact, we work with a client to 
understand their needs, and the 
problem they are trying to solve. We 
engage during any stage of the product 
development cycle, and ensure high 
quality, on time service, while ensuring 
the client’s intellectual properties (IP) 
are safeguarded. We work with 
multinational companies from around 
the globe, developing innovative  
products  of the future.

What we
offer”
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Industrial
Design Services

Industrial Design ServicesVega Innovations 2020

Process Map

Internet of Things

Artificial Intelligence

Industrial Automation

Electronics

Mechanical

Mobile and Cloud

Making anything possible with seamlessly connected, 
smart systems

Design, develop and test components to devices 
and scalable solutions.

 Super efficient and future proof product development 
with AI.

Analyze manufacturing processes, simulate process 
changes, and bring in advance industrial automation 
techniques to bring costs down, increase efficiency and 
quality

Take a 360 degree view of your product from design 
to manufacture.

Anytime - anywhere, real time accessibility for 
ultimate user experience.
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Invest
Since its inception in 2013, Vega has been on a mission to create amazing technologies for electric 
vehicles. Comprising of a team of passionate engineers; building the VEGA EVX has been their voice 
and proof to unveil not only their capabilities, but also the determination to overcome any obstacle or 
challenge in their path. In a resource constrained environment, taking the much harder route of in-house 
designing of its own motor controllers, battery pack, and all other electronics on the vehicles, the 
technical breadth and depth of their teams potential is showcased. 

With a small, but a multi-disciplinary team of experts, this team has achieved the unthinkable from a 
small agriculture oriented island country such as Sri Lanka. In the past 6 years they have worked hard 
to build expertise, and develop an array of technologies that are now proven on the Vega EVX. 
Producing these new technologies at a much smaller price point, Vega is an ideal team to partner and 
invest in.

As the team moves forth to the next stage in its ventures ahead, they are looking for investors and 
partners to take the Vega ETX to the manufacturing stage.

Let’s join hands to continue develop new technologies, conduct research, produce OEM components, 
and develop super cars to smart mobility solutions of the future. 



www.vega.lk |

Vega Innovations Pvt Ltd,
Trace Expert City, Tripoli Market

Colombo10, Sri Lanka
+94-777-639-632 | +94-11-5551-551 

CONTACT US

info@vega.lk




